Technology Teacher  
Digital Dragon - Santa Monica, CA  
Part-time  

About this Job  

- We're looking for a tech enthusiast who wants to share their passion for tech with kids  
- Individuals should be versed in one or more of the following (We don't expect any teacher to know all of these tools, but an affinity to learn and collaborate is crucial!):  
  - Robotics (preferably Lego EV3)  
  - MIT's Scratch  
  - Gamemaker, Kodu (or any 2D game engine)  
  - Unity 3D  
  - Electronics Tinkering/Maker Lab experience  
  - Movie-making, iMovie, Premier, After Effects  
  - Swift, Java, Python  
  - Minecraft  

Required Skills  

- Tutoring, camp counselor, or teaching experience (K-2 experience preferred)  
- Tech experience and interest  
- Possessing (or pursuing) BA/BS in an applicable field (preferred)  
- Availability during the afternoons (1PM-7PM) is preferred  

Perks  

- Great for freelancers: teach part time and still have space to pursue professional contracts!  
- Make a difference: get the chance to inspire children and help them on their life path!  
- Access to new technology: experiment with 3D printers, Oculus Rift, Kinect technology, and more!  
- Competitive pay: $15/hour or more depending on experience!  

Contact info@DigitalDragon.co with your resume to apply!